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Abstract

Automated scan station for 3D measurements of
millimetre wave antennas

Peter Bjurman and Peter Li

As the importance of high frequency antennas increase in the world so does the need
for accurate measurements of the antenna performance.
This project has endeavoured to create an automated scan station that can measure
the antenna performance from an EHF (extremely high frequency) antenna. 
These points are measured spherically around the antenna.
 
A tested design from the Helsinki University that requires only two degrees of
freedom to achieve spherical measurements was used. A network analyzer is used as
the measuring instrument along with the receiver antenna attached to the stations
arms. All components are controlled and monitored through a computer using
software designed in LabVIEW.
  
A backlash due to high tolerances on the two axle wedges was discovered during
assembly and a solution was devised using thread tape, however its effect has not
been tested.  The project was worked on during the summer holidays which resulted
in delays on ordered parts, because of this the motor control from the LabVIEW
program has not yet been implemented. This also means that the automated sequence
that performs the measurements has not been tested.

With an implemented motor control and reduced backlash from the wedges the scan
station is expected to achieve high accuracy and reliability.
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Sammanfattning 

Behovet av noggranna mätningar av högfrekventa antenner har ökat i takt med 

intresset världen över. Det här projektet har strävat efter att skapa en 

automatiserad mätstation som kan genomföra mätningar på EHF (Extremely High 

Frequency) antenner. Dessa mätpunkter tas sfäriskt runt omkring den antenn som 

skall undersökas.  

En tidigare design från Helsingfors universitet använde sig av två frihetsgrader 

(DOF) för att uppnå mätpunkter sfäriskt kring antennen som skall testas. Denna 

användes som modell för detta projekt. En nätverksanalysator är kopplad till en 

mottagarantenn som är monterad på robotarmen. Hela mätstationen kontrolleras 

av en värd dator som använder sig av mjukvara designat i LabVIEW.  

Semestertider hos leverantörer och problem med leveranser på grund av brist av 

komponenter gjorde att projektet blev försenat och att vissa delar av projektet ej 

genomförts eller testats. Styrningen av motorerna och test av den automatiserade 

sekvensen behöver genomföras samt en utvärdering av glapp i axlarna mellan 

växellådorna och axelgenomföringen.  

När detta genomförts förväntas stationen uppnå en god noggrannhet och 

pålitlighet.   
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Preface 

This report was written as a bachelor thesis at Uppsala University, Department of 

Engineering Sciences: Microwave group at the division Signals and Systems. The 

project was started by Anders Rydberg and Xin Hu. The language chosen for the 

report was English due to simplify for international readers.   

The project was divided into two different areas of responsibility, 

mechanical/electrical and software/communication. Peter Bjurman was 

responsible for the mechanical/electrical and Peter Li for the 

software/communication.  Both writers have insight into the project and worked 

towards completion of the project as a team.  

To get the most out of the report the reader should follow the chapters in order. 

In the first chapter there is an explanation of why this project was started and the 

goals and limitations of the project. In the second chapter, mechanical 

construction, describes the basic design of the scan station. 

After the mechanical construction the electrical design chapter follows. This 

explains a few choices around the motors and the selection of motor controllers. 

The software chapter describes the User Interface, movement sequence planning 

and communication. The report ends with a summary of the results and a 

compilation of recommendations for the future development of the scan station. 

Uppsala August 2010 

 

Peter Bjurman and Peter Li  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
High frequency measurements of radiation patterns from antennas require high 

accuracy and repeatability. Performing these measurements manually causes slow 

work rate and potentially many errors due to time consumption per 

measurement. Through the use of an automated measurement rig the potential 

errors are significantly reduced and user time consumption is lowered.  

1.2 Goals 
The goal of this project was to design and produce an automated scan station for 

measuring radiation patterns from high frequency antennas. To achieve this there 

were four stages of development, Research, Design, Construction and Testing. 

In the Research stage information about similar systems, available components 

and given parts was investigated and possible design of mechanical parts and 

software was decided. 

During the Design stage the information gathered from research was used to 

design hardware and software components and schematics on how to connect 

these together into a complete system. 

In the Construction stage custom parts are sent to manufacturing and 

components available for purchase are bought. Software code is built and 

compiled. The station is assembled. 

The fourth stage Testing consists of motor tuning settings and testing of motion 

sequences and retrieving measured data.  
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1.3 Specifications 
These are the required and desired specification of the mechanical and software 

parts of the scan station. Due to initially unknown factors they have been revised 

after the Research stage. The initial specifications can be found in Appendix A. 

Required mechanical properties  

Measured angles and movement accuracy: Semi-sphere shaped surface 

Theta angle: 0° ≤   ≤ 180° 

Phi angle: -135° ≤   ≤ 135° 

Step size: 0.5°, 1°, 2°, 5°, 10° 

Step accuracy: ±0.1° 

Receiving antenna distance:  

 Maximum: 15 cm 

 Minimum: 15 cm 

Minimum load: 2 kg 

Maximum time for plane scan: 30 minutes 

Relative stepping 

 

Required Software properties 

Predefined patterns: Horizontal and vertical plane  

Θ and φ adjustable in software 

Software limits for movement 

Graphical User Interface 

Stand alone execution file 

Manually setup and calibration of network analyzer 

Desired mechanical properties
 

Measured angles and movement accuracy:
 
Semi-sphere shaped surface

 

Theta angle: 0° ≤
 
 

 
≤

 
180°

 

Phi angle: -180° ≤
 
 

 
≤

 
180°

 

Step size: 0.5°, 1°, 2°, 5°, 10°
 

Step accuracy: ±0.01°
 

Receiving antenna distance: 
 



 

Maximum: 30 cm
 



 

Minimum: 10 cm
 

Minimum load: 5 kg
 

Maximum time for plane scan: 3 minutes
 

Absolute stepping
 

 

Desired software properties
 

Predefined patterns:
 
Point, complete sweep of surface area and custom sweep of 

area
 

Save new patterns
 

Spectrum analyzer interface
 

Automatic setting on network analyzer
 
from PC
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1.4 Limitations 

1.4.1 Agilent Technologies E8364B PNA Network Analyzer 

The E8364B is a general purpose network analyzer (PNA) used for measuring high 

frequency signals. In this project it has the function of measuring the emissions 

from the transmitting antenna in the centre of the setup. It will utilize an array of 

different receiving antennas that will be placed upon the robot arm. 

Specifications 

 Frequency range between 10 MHz to 50 GHz 

 104 dB of dynamic range and <0.006 dB trace noise  

 <26 µsec/point measurement speed, 32 channels, 16,001 points  

 TRM/LRM calibration for the most accurate on-wafer, in-fixture, 
waveguide and antenna measurements  

 Mixer conversion loss, return loss, isolation, and absolute group delay  

 Amplifier gain compression, harmonic, IMD, and pulsed-RF  

For more specification see [1]. 

 

Figure: 1-1 Agilent E8364B network analyzer. 

Communication 

The E8364B has several ways to interact with other input and output equipment 

using different types of connecting possibilities ranging from LAN, USB, COM and 

GPIB. During this project its main function is to take the measurements and save 

the data. This is performed through an external PC connected via LAN, more on 

that in chapter .  
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1.4.2 Workspace 

The workspace where the scan station will be located has put limitations on the 

free movement of the arm and construction of the stand. 

 

Figure: 1-2 The workspace. 
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2 Mechanical components 

2.1 Robot arm 

2.1.1 Selection 

During the initial stages of development two design possibilities were discussed, a 

conventional robot design or the construction used in [2]. A conventional six 

degrees of freedom (DOF) robot can be used for spherical measurements but was 

concluded to be too expensive for the projects budget.  

The simpler construction from article [2] was chosen as only two degrees of 

freedom are required to achieve the same resulting movement, theoretically 

without any restrictions in what positions on the sphere it can move to.  

It utilizes two interconnected arms, each with a ninety degree bend, and the 

rotation of these arms at their bases to get in position. It is always pointing the 

receiving antenna towards the centre of the sphere due to the construction of the 

arms.  

 

Figure: 2-1 Scan station design inspiration from article [2]. 

After the basic design was chosen research into the construction of a new station 

was performed. To lessen development time premade components were 

considered, among those were aluminium profile systems. However the lack of 

premade hub components available and the high deflection of premade 

aluminium profiles meant that only custom made parts were chosen. 
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2.1.2 Theory 

Calculations on deflection of premade aluminium profiles available for purchase 

gave the conclusion that they would not satisfy the level of accuracy desired. The 

arm positions would be varied and so piping was chosen for the arms because the 

elastic deflection due to gravitation is always the same no matter the position.  

Torsion occurs primarily in the first part of the arms and bending in the second. 

The elbows between the first and second parts of the arms are considered fixed 

with no torsion or bending. 

 
Figure: 2-2 Deflection calculations explanation. 

     
   

   
 

w(L) is the bending of an end load on cantilever beam in meters. 

(2.1) 

    
   

   
 (2.2) 

Θ is the torsion of a bar in radians. For full calculations and explanation of 

variables see Appendix B. 

Therefore custom designed components using aluminium piping and blocks with 

steel shafts were devised. The construction uses two arms which each has a 

rotational joint. 

 

 Figure: 2-3 Joint construction. 
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The joints consist of two hubs connected with a steel shaft supported by a double 

angular contact bearing. The bearing type was chosen for its capacity to handle 

tilting moment. The bearings chosen were SKF1 models 3304A and 3305A. 

A distance ring is placed between the hubs and on the shaft so that it creates a 

space so there will be no friction between the hubs. The distance ring also 

improves the transfer of tilting moment to the bearing which reduces the stress 

on the shaft. 

An axis wedge is used to lock rotation between motor and shaft as well as 

between shaft and arm hub. All custom parts were designed using the 3D CAD 

software Pro Engineer. For drawings of each component see Appendix C.  

2.1.3 Results 

Aluminium alloys have high strength and resistance to corrosion and was used for 

the piping and the hub constructions, using aluminium also lowers the weight of 

the construction significantly. Free-cutting steel was used for the axles in order for 

them to be easily created in a lathe with a good surface and without chipping.    

The general tolerance used was ISO-2768-1 M, see [3]. For the inner dimensions 

of the hubs and axels transition fits was used to achieve high accuracy as well as 

enabling the possibility disassembly.  

After construction the components were assembled. The tolerances of the 

purchased bearings caused problems getting the shafts into the bearings, the 

shafts were grinded to fit in with the bearings. The axis wedge that locks 

rotational movement between the shaft and the arm bracket had tolerances that 

created a backlash in the rotation of both the arms, thread tape will be used to 

reduce this to acceptable levels.  

  

  

                                                           
1
 SKF, Svenska Kullager Fabriken 
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2.2 Motors and gears 

2.2.1 Selection 

The choice of motors and gearboxes depended on the torque required to hold the 

two arms in position. For the first arm this is when the arm is pointing straight 

outwards. For the second arm the highest torque required is achieved when the 

first arm is in its highest torque position and the second is pointing outwards. 

Virtually all torque requirements are due to gravitational pull on the arm.  

Two types of motors were considered, the stepper motor has the advantage of 

not needing an external position sensor as each step can be counted. However it 

is prone to missing steps when heavily loaded as well as requiring high amount of 

power which results in a lot of heat.  

The other option was a brushless DC servo motor (BLDC). The basic construction is 

the same as for a three phase AC motor. It is highly accurate if used with 

positional sensors and a motor controller of high quality. It also consumes less 

power than a stepper motor and has a higher torque output at low speeds. A 

disadvantage with these motors is that they require a high quality motor 

controller which results in a high total cost. Despite the high cost the brushless DC 

motor was chosen as high torque at low speeds was necessary. 

2.2.2 Theory 

As described above virtually all torque required to hold and change the position of 

the arms is due to gravitational pull. Therefore the torque was calculated only 

considering the force applied by gravity. On the first arm the torque is generated 

by the weight of the second motor, gearbox and arm. These where considered to 

be placed 0.6 m out with a total weight of 9 kg.  

 

Figure: 2-4 Motor torque calculation description. 

         (2.3) 

Above equation gives a holding torque for the first motor of approximately 53Nm. 

For the second motor the weight is 6 kg and the length is 0.5 m which means a 

holding torque of more than 30 Nm. The high torque values means a gearbox has 

to be added to keep the weight and cost down. For complete calculations see 

Appendix D. 
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2.2.3 Results 

After consultation with a professional [4] in motors and gearboxes a setup of 2 

motors and gearboxes was chosen. The first arm uses a 1.4 Nm motor with a 1:70 

gearbox. Backlash on the gearbox is up to 0.133°. Together they are capable of a 

nominal torque output of 92 Nm after mechanical losses (6%) in the gearbox.  

The second arm uses a 0.48 Nm motor with a 1:100 gearbox. Backlash is below 

0.083°. It is capable of nominal torque output of 46 Nm after mechanical losses 

(6%) in the gearbox. For specifications of the motors see chapter 3.1. 

2.3 The stand 
The stand is used to hold the arm in position. The motor controller cards, power 

supply and homing sensors are also mounted to the stand. It is constructed out of 

aluminium profiles that can be connected to each other by the use of brackets 

and T-track nuts and bolts. It has adjustable feet to accommodate for an uneven 

floor and fine adjustments in the stations centre axis height. Wheels can be fitted 

to the station in order to simplify relocation.  

 

Figure: 2-5 Preliminary model of the stand. 
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3 Electrical components and wiring 

3.1 Motors 
The motors are brushless three phase DC motors. BLDC motors are synchronous 

and are powered by direct current. They use permanent magnets in the rotor and 

the phase windings in a static armature.  

3.1.1 Specifications 

For further specifications of the motors see [5] for motor 1 and [6] for motor 2. 

3.1.1.1 Motor 1 

Name: All motion technology 86BLS98 

Supply voltage: 48V 

Nominal torque: 1.4Nm 

Rated power: 440W 

Rated current: 11A 

Peak current: 33A 

3.1.1.2 Motor 2 

Name: All motion technology 57BLS04 

Supply voltage: 36V 

Nominal torque: 0.43Nm 

Rated power: 180W 

Rated current: 6.8A 

Peak current: 20.5A 

 

 
Figure: 3-1 A BLDC motor. 
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3.2 Motor controllers 

3.2.1 Selection 

To simplify construction of the software and hardware a single type of motor 

controller is preferred. Despite differences in motor voltage and current the same 

requirements were used for both motor controllers.  

Requirements: 

 LabVIEW compatibility 

 Minimum 48V motor power supply voltage 

 33A Peak current 

 Input for position sensor 

After consultation with several suppliers2 the ISD860 open frame controller card 

was chosen. It uses RS-232 communication with a host PC and has a LabVIEW 

function library. An option for the ISD860 is to communicate using a CAN bus in a 

network with other cards. This can be used to reduce the need for several COM 

ports while communicating with the motor controller. As this project only uses 

two motor controllers it was deemed unnecessary. 

Technosoft ISD860 

 Continuous output current: 12 A 

 Peak output current: 31 A 

 RS-232 communication 

 LabVIEW function library available 

For more specifications see [7]. 

  

Figure: 3-2 ISD860 Controller card. 

  

                                                           
2
 All Motion AB, Östergrens Elmotor AB 
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3.2.2 Results 

During testing of the motors the motor power supply shut down due to 

overvoltage, this occurred when the motors was changing motion direction. The 

solution was to connect a capacitor between the motor controller and the motor 

power supply which resulted in significantly reduced voltage spikes. A brake 

resistor was connected to the controller and is activated when overvoltage 

occurs, currently at 60V.  

Table: 3-1 Capacitor and Power resistor values 

 
Motor 1 Motor 2 

Capacitor (µF) 4700 2200 

Power resistor(Ω) 3 3 

For more specifications see [8] for the resistors and [9] for the capacitors. 

 

Figure: 3-3 Arcol power resistors. 

 

Figure: 3-4 Capacitor. 
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3.3 Power supplies 

3.3.1 Motor power supply 

The power requirements of the motors are 440W for the first motor and 180W for 

the second. The motors will be used at the same time however full power will not 

be used as the arms does not need high movement speed. A single 500W 

switched power supply was chosen for its reasonable cost and power. 

Mean well PSP-500 48V DC 

 

Figure: 3-5 Mean well PSP-500. 

 Output voltage: 41-56V 

 Output current: 10.5A 

 Input current: 3.5A at 230V 

 Overload protection 

 Overvoltage protection 

 Power factor: 0.95 

For more specifications see [10]. 

3.3.2 Logic power supply 

The motor controllers requires 10-36 V to run the cards logic and as it is 

significantly lower than the motors voltage requirements a separate supply was 

chosen. This also reduces the risk of control problems due to motor induced 

voltage spikes and underlying waveforms in the pulse width modulation. The two 

fork light sensors which are used for homing are also powered by the logic power 

supply. It is a standard 35W DC power supply with an output voltage of 24V. 
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3.4 Sensors 

3.4.1 Hall sensors 

A Hall sensor detects and changes the output voltage depending on the strength 

of the magnetic field it is exposed to, in this case the sensors are configured as 

digital switches. The Hall sensors are integrated with the motors and are used to 

detect the position of the motor shaft, the sensor closest to the permanent 

magnet activates and knowing its position you can determine the motor angle. 

Each motor has 8 hall sensors which mean that the positioning resolution is 45° 

before the gearboxes.  

3.4.2 Incremental encoder 

An Incremental encoder uses two sensors which have 90° between them and is 

therefore also called a quadrature encoder. Two of the outputs, A and B, are used 

to detect position and direction. The third is used as index for each revolution. 

The two main signals have tracks with gray code, the order the signals steps 

through the code decides the direction. 

 
Figure: 3-6 A optical HKT 56 incremental encoder. 

Table: 3-2 Gray code from output A and B for clockwise rotation. 

Step A B 

1 0 0 

2 0 1 

3 1 1 

4 1 0 
 

Table: 3-3 Gray code from output A and B for counterclockwise rotation. 

Step A B 

1 1 0 

2 1 1 

3 0 1 

4 0 0 
 

These sensors are used for position detection and are attached to the motor 

shafts. The model chosen is the HKT56 which is an optical incremental encoder. It 

has 1024 steps per revolution and since it’s on the motor that provides seventy or 

one hundred times that for a revolution of the arms due to the gearboxes. For 

more specifications see [11]. 
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3.4.3 Fork light sensor 

Fork light sensors detects when an object disrupts the light beam between the 

transmitter and the receiver each on its own side of the “fork”. In this case 

sensors using visible red light with a 10mm gap is used. They detect the home 

position for the robot. Model name of the sensor used is GLS10. For further 

specifications see [12]. 

 

Figure: 3-7 A fork light sensor. 
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3.5 Wiring 

3.5.1 Electrical 

All cables are fitted with quick connectors to simplify assembly and disassembly. 

The wiring to the motor power supply as well as to the motor controllers uses 

standard two wire 1.5 mm2 cables. A cable with three 1.5 mm2 wires connects the 

motors to the motor controllers. Cables for the motor controllers and the fork 

light sensors are connected to the logic power supply. A single connector is used 

to disconnect the controller and the sensor for one arm from the logic power 

supply. The Hall sensors and incremental encoders are powered through the 

feedback connector on the motor controllers. 

 

Figure: 3-8 Schematic of electrical wiring. 
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3.5.2 Communication 

The wiring for communication is made with quick connectors to simplify assembly 

and disassembly. Communication between the host PC and the motor controllers 

uses standard RS-232. The encoder and Hall sensors are connected through a 

standard VGA cable3 to the feedback connector on the motor controller. 

 

Figure: 3-9 Schematic of communication wiring. 

 

 

                                                           
3
 15 pin mini d-sub 
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4 The software  
With focus on the user interface, instrument control and measurements LabVIEW 

20094 was chosen as the programming workbench for this project. Some parts 

that require calculations was solved using MATLAB and these where integrated in 

LabVIEW using Mathscript5.  

4.1 User Interface 
The interface shown in figure 4-1 controls the robotic arm and communicates with 

the network analyzer. It is designed for an easy overview and simple user inputs 

to change settings on the network analyzer. The interface can be divided into five 

sections. 

 

Figure: 4-1 The main user interface. 

1. Error messages 

2. Sequence control 

3. Indication box 

4. Settings 

5. 3D display of arm position and scanned points 

  

                                                           
4
 National Instruments [13] 

5
 MATLAB integration tool in LabVIEW 
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4.1.1 Error messages 

Error messages are displayed in the box shown in figure 4-2. If multiple errors 

occur only the first error message will be shown. Reset the error message box to 

be able to get new errors by pressing the Error Reset button above the main error 

code window. For a list of error messages see documentation for the network 

analyzer found at [14]. 

 
Figure: 4-2 Error message box. 

4.1.2 Sequence control 

In the sequence control box the user can Start, Stop or Abort the sequence. 

Return to home button allows the user to return the arm to the home position. 

The Homing performed indicator will be green if homing has been performed. 

 

During the sequence the Sequence running indicator light will be green to show 

that a sequence is currently in progress. The buttons not allowed to be used 

during a sequence will be greyed out. 

At the start of a new sequence it will check if homing has been performed, if not 

the program will prompt the user to do so before continuing. When the user has 

started the sequence it is possible to stop it with the Stop button. This only stops 

the sequence temporarily and in essence only pauses the measurements and arm 

movements until the user presses Start again.  

Abort will directly stop any movement and scans and abort the entire sequence.  

  

Figure: 4-3 The sequence control buttons. 
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4.1.3 The indicator box 

The indicator box contains information about the sequence and the settings of the 

network analyzer.  

The upper section shows information about the sequence. It displays the current 

angles, the next angles and how many steps are left in the sequence. It also 

predicts the required disk space and the estimated time to finish. 

The lower section shows the current settings on the network analyzer. The 

indicator Scanning will be green while the networker is performing a scan.  

In need of calibration? indicator will be lit whenever the settings on the network 

analyzer have been changed to remind the user to calibrate before scanning. The 

user will also be prompted at the start of the sequence if the calibration has not 

been done before the start up. It also displays the file path where the files will be 

stored. The network analyzer will store files from the viewpoint of the network 

analyzer, in example “C:\snp\example.s1p” would store the file to the folder “snp” 

on the network analyzers hard drive. 

  

Figure: 4-4 Sequence information. 
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4.1.4 Settings 

The Settings section of the interface allows the user to change the settings of the 

network analyzer (PNA) and setup different scan patterns. There is also an 

administrator tab for changing the software limits and the communication ports 

for the network analyzer and the motor controller cards. 

The three different tabs are at the top of the window and through these the user 

can select the corresponding page and perform changes or select new settings. 

 

Figure: 4-5 Tab selection. 

4.1.4.1 Sequence settings 

To the right the settings for the next sequence are shown. These are the values 

the sequence will use to build the movement matrix (see chapter 4.4.2). There are 

four preset sweeps that the user can access by pressing the corresponding button. 

The sweep resolution between data points can be selected for the selected 

sequence.  

Point measurement allows the user to measure a point on the measurement 

sphere. 

Custom sweep allows the user to make a customized sweep. 

For a more detailed description of the sweeps go to chapter 4.4.1.  
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4.1.4.2 PNA settings  

PNA settings is the tab for the network analyzer and on this page the user can 

select a file path to store the measurements. The user can also choose between 

the s1p and s2p file types 6  and the number of sweep points with each 

measurement. The Apply path button updates the file path, file type and number 

of sweep points but leaves the other settings untouched. This is used if you have 

calibrated the network analyzer and do not want them overwritten.

 

Figure: 4-6 PNA settings (network analyzer). 

The user can also transfer IF-bandwidth, start and stop frequencies to the 

network analyzer. The program will remind the user that a calibration will be 

necessary if these settings have been changed.  

In the bottom middle of the page, information on sweep time and the file size of 

one measurement is displayed. These are calculated from the settings uploaded 

to the network analyzer. 

Reset PNA will reset the network analyzer to the start-up settings of the program.  

Apply settings uploads the settings to the network analyzer. 

Calibration done can be used when the user has finished calibrating the network 

analyzer with the new settings.  

                                                           
6
 Two different types of stored measurement data. 
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4.1.4.3 Administrator panel 

To the upper left the software limits of the robot arm are defined. These controls 

the robot arm limitations and the minimum step resolution. 

To the upper right settings for homing the robot arm will be available. Also 

displayed are the current angles of the motor axis, with motor 1 being Alpha and 

motor 2 Beta. This is mainly for debugging. See figure 4-9 for motor placement. 

 

Figure: 4-7 Administrator panel. 

The different settings for communication with external components are placed in 

the bottom left. The option Skip PNA scan allows the sequence to run without the 

network analyzer measuring. This allows the user to run the sequence to test the 

arm movement without having to wait for the network analyzer. 

Step Matrix displays the Theta and Phi angles and the calculated Alpha and Beta 

angles corresponding to that position. These are the values that are sent to the 

motor controllers during a sequence. 

The start and stop time was used to calculate the estimated time of a sequence 

depending on number of measurement points and point scan time. The time used 

for a sequence is also shown. 
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4.1.5 3D display of arm position and scanned points 

The 3D display contains a simulated arm and shows the movement of the robot 

arm around the measurement point. In the sequence it marks out the points it has 

already scanned. Due to time restrictions of the project and low functionality 

importance it has not been implemented. 

 

Figure: 4-8 Display area of the measurement sphere. 
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4.2 Communication 
Communication between the different parts of the system is handled through a 

host PC. Communication with the network analyzer is handled using a LAN 

connection while the motor drivers uses a RS-232 connection. 

 

Figure: 4-9 Communication between software and hardware. 

4.2.1 Network analyzer 

Two of the ways to communicate with the network analyzer are LAN and GPIB.  

One of the benefits of using LAN over GPIB is the possibility to have the host PC 

further away from the network analyzer. Also LAN does not require any special 

cables and has a faster transfer rate than GPIB. Using a modern way of 

communication allows for further development of the software and the possibility 

to switch to a new version of the network analyzer or computer. 

 

Figure: 4-10 GPIB cable. 

Using LabVIEW 2009 the communication was limited to GPIB because of the 

network analyzers firmware (A.06.04.32) and it was not compatible with the 

drivers supplied by Agilent or National Instruments. Using the NI-VISA7 protocol 

this problem could be bypassed and solved with LAN rather than using the GPIB 

standard. This required modifications to the original supplied drivers to support 

the LAN protocol. 

                                                           
7
 Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) is a standard for configuring, 

programming, and troubleshooting instrumentation systems comprising GPIB, VXI, PXI, 
Serial, Ethernet, and/or USB interfaces. 
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Initialize 

Initialize is run at the start up of the main program and opens the communication 

with the network analyzer allowing the program to change the settings, take 

measurements and setting up an exclusive communication with the control PC.  

Reset 

Resets the network analyzer to the predetermined settings in the main program. 

Apply settings 

Uploads new settings the network analyzer.  

 

Apply path 

Applies a new path to store the measurement files.8 

Measurement 

Makes the network analyzer trigger a pulse, take a measurement and store a file 

with the information to a directory specified in the settings.  

Close 

Terminates the communication between the network analyzer and the host PC, 

allowing a new connection by opening the port of the network analyzer. 

4.2.2 Motor controllers 

Communication between the motor controllers and the host PC uses the RS-232 

protocol. Using NI-VISA protocol and the Technosoft drivers for LabVIEW the 

commands are sent using sub-VIs9 in the main program. The availability of COM-

ports on a modern PC is low and therefore the use of two USB to COM converter 

was necessary. 

 

Figure: 4-11 USB to COM converter. 

  

                                                           
8
 Files are stored from the viewpoint of the network analyzer. 

9
 A sub-VI is a smaller Virtual Instrument that allows the users to make simple object to 

use in the main project. 
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4.3 Kinematics 
In order to calculate angles of the motors given spherical coordinates the use of 

forward and backward kinematics was required. The measurement point is 

described from the transmitting antenna towards the receiving antenna on the 

arm.  

The arm has two degrees of freedom and locked elbows so defining the correct 

position is done from the orientation of the arms and their starting positions. This 

can mathematically be described as vectors with Euler-rotations.  

In figure 4-12 it is possible to see the positive rotations of the axis and the starting 

position for the arm as well as the chosen reference coordinate system. This 

Cartesian system allows us to describe the end point of the arm as a vector:  

             
                          (4.1) 

The rotational matrixes        and        in (4.1) are obtained using Euler-

rotations. 

        
          
   

         
  (4.2) 

        
         
          

   

  (4.3) 

Equations of (4.2) and (4.3) defining Euler-rotations in the directions of figure 4-

12. 

Figure: 4-12 Robot arm with vectors and rotational axis. 
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    =       

(4.4) 

  
    =       (4.5) 

  
    = X   (4.6) 

  
    =      (4.7) 

   =      (4.8) 

Definition of arm lengths and their position. 

The expanded calculations for   as vectors and Euler-rotations are described 

below. This is done to describe the end of the arm as vector   and to show that 

this corresponds to a point on the measurement sphere described by the vector  , 

see figure 4-12.  
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  (4.11) 

Equation (4.11) shows the expanded   from equation (4.1). With equation (4.11) 

it is possible to break out   from   . 

       
     

  
 (4.12) 

Breaking out   with the knowledge that          leads to a non distinct 

solution. A method for selecting the correct   is shown in chapter 4.4.3. 

  

 
 
 

 
      

   

      

     
   

      

  

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

The inverse calculation is based on   and   and to finish the equations it has to be 

described in   and   variables only. Expressing the endpoint of the arm as a point 

on the sphere looking from the center using spherical coordinates the following 

equations gives the final solution. See figure 4-13. 
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Figure: 4-13 Spherical coordinates. 

     (4.15) 

             (4.16) 

       
    

    
     (4.17) 

         (4.18) 

  and   can be described with spherical coordinate expressions and with the help 

of       ,       and      , the endpoint of the arm (  ) and the 

corresponding point on the sphere ( ). 

 

  

  

  

   

  
  
  
  (4.19) 

This shows that the vector for   is the same as for  . Setting equation 4.13 and 

4.14 as the same point on the sphere gives the following equations:  

     
   

      
       

   
      

 (4.20) 
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Using trigonometry there is a connection in equation (4.20) as seen below, where 

as         ,        and B    .  
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  (4.22) 

  

 
 
 

 
       

  

   
    

 

      
  

   
    

 

  

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

Solutions in terms of   and   are now presented below using the equations from 

(4.16), (4.18), (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23). 

                            (4.25) 

  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
      

 

 

  
     

          

       
 

  
          

     

  

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

α and β will give different solutions for the same point since the arm can be 

positioned in different ways and still reach the same point. The selection of the 

correct α and β is discussed in chapter 4.4.3. For the final code used in the 

calculations of the arm positions see Appendix E. 
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4.4 The movement sequence 
To make sure the measurements cover all the desired points of a sweep a 

movement sequence was introduced. This allows for control of the movement to 

a greater degree and also reduces time in unnecessary long transportation 

distances between measurement points. In order to save time and cover as many 

points as possible the sweep is performed as the movement pattern shown in 

figure 4-11. This pattern is used for all sequences. 

 

Figure: 4-14 Movement pattern. 

4.4.1 Movement patterns 

To measure the antenna two different patterns were preferred at the start-up of 

the project. These were the horizontal plane and vertical plane sweeps. During 

the design of the User Interface it was decided that additional sweep patterns 

could be added, Point measurement, Full sweep, Custom sweep and Top Z-axis 

sweep.  

 Point measurement is used for a single point sweep on the sphere. 

 Full sweep utilize the maximum allowed movement area. 

 Custom sweep is setup by the user for a customized pattern. 

 Top Z-axis sweep is a measurement that goes above the antenna and 

scans the half-circle created when drawing a line from the end of the 

sphere, from one side to the other, on y-axis.  

These sweeps are constrained by the limitations set inside Administrator page in 

the User Interface, currently limited by the rudimentary path finding. See chapter 

4.4.3 for more on the path finding. 

4.4.2 Building the sequence  

When the measurement sequence is started the motor angles for each position 

are calculated. This is done using the parameters setup by the sweep type, 

resolution and limitations on angles. These are then stored in a movement matrix 

so the arms correctly moves to the next step when finished and makes it possible 

to keep track of the progress of the sequence.  
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4.4.3 Path finding 

The robot arm requires path finding to avoid hitting objects around it and make 

certain it takes a safe route between two points while moving. The current 

version of the software is coded so that the angles are not allowed to go past the 

Y-Z plane in any point with the end of the arm. This defines a half-sphere as the 

maximum allowed surface area to be reached by the arm. See figure 4-15. 

 

Figure: 4-15 The allowed movement area of the arm.  

Simulations was run in MATLAB to test all the positions allowed and through 

rigorous testing a system for selecting the correct set of equations was derived. 

The selection of equations also makes the arm move in a way that it does not 

move into any objects on that half-sphere. See Appendix F for complete code of 

the simulation.    

Currently there is no simulation for the path finding and it might be of great 

interest to pursue a more accurate and detailed way of path finding and 

describing the allowed work area for the robot arm, more on that in chapter 6.2.1.  

Below follows a few examples figures from the simulations that was run to 

establish angle selection. The circle drawn is the positions the arm has reached. 

The L-shapes are the arms and the origin of the arms is at the orthogonal lines in 

the centre. The numbers on the axis is only length units and are not used to 

calculate the final equations in the software. 
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Figure: 4-16 Simulation of the horizontal sweep. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4-17 Simulation of the vertical sweep. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4-18 Simulation of the horizontal sweep where Θ is 45°. 
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4.5 The software structure 
LabVIEW is an easy to use tool for creating code visually but there are drawbacks 

when trying to present the code for an overview or to make it readable like 

normal programming code. One way to present the code is by using flow charts 

which makes the flow of the program parts themselves visible. This is however 

not as fully detailed as with the actual programming lines.  

All fields are updated parallel to each other and most of the fields are limited by 

unique settings, for example the network analyzers sweep points cannot exceed 

16001 which is the limit for the network analyzer. 

The general structure 

The main program is spit in two distinct parts, the “Startup” and the “Main 

program loop”.  The Startup will be executed each time the program is started, 

during which the communication with the network analyzer and the two motor 

controllers is established. 

 

Figure: 4-19 General code structure. 

The other part is the Main program loop which runs continually as long as the 

program is running. In the Main program loop there are three large sections 

divided up into Buttons, Limitations and Sweep sequence.  

 

Figure: 4-20 Example of Buttons code. 
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The Buttons section sends the commands from the buttons to the correct sub VI. 

The Limitations section regulates the limitations on the input of the sweep and 

frequency fields.  

The Sweep sequence is the most important part of the “Main program loop” and 

where the actual scanning is performed.  The flowchart for the Sweep sequence is 

shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure: 4-21 Flowchart of the Sweep sequence. 

At the start of the sweep the UI is locked so the user cannot change settings while 

the sequence is running.  

After the start of the Sweep sequence a check is performed to see if the robot arm 

has been homed and if the network analyzer is calibrated. If not the user will be 

prompted to perform a calibration/homing or have the choice to abort the 

sequence. If the user chooses to abort the Sweep sequence the UI is unlocked and 

ended. The user can now setup a new sweep sequence as normal. 

If the calibration has been performed then a movement matrix is created using 

the sweep settings selected. The number of steps and different angles are stored 

in the matrix. 

Entering the Step sequence the angles for the motors are calculated from the 

position of the sphere using the position calculations and sends the information to 

the motor controllers. After receiving a Move done signal from the motor 

controller the Step sequence continues with activating the network analyzer to 

take a measurement and wait for it to finish the scan and store the file.  
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Figure: 4-22 Network analyzer measurement in LabVIEW code. 

When exiting the Step sequence a check is performed to see if the user has chosen 

to pause the Sweep sequence, if so it enters a loop which keeps the sequence 

paused. If a user has chosen to abort the Sweep sequence after the “Step 

sequence” has commenced or during a pause, the pause loop will be aborted and 

the Sweep sequence will move on to the next step which is to check if an abort is 

flagged. If flagged it will unlock the UI and end the Sweep sequence. 

If the Sweep sequence has not been aborted it will check for completion of the 

sequence, either sending it back to the Step sequence or moving the arm back to 

its homed position, unlocking the UI and ending the Sweep sequence.  
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5 Results 

5.1 The mechanical components 
The mechanical components have all performed satisfactory during testing with 

the exception of the axis wedges that lock rotational movement. The tolerances of 

the wedges are too big and have created backlash in the two axis. A solution using 

thread tape has been devised, however it does not have the same life expectancy 

as other parts and will result in accuracy degradation over time. A bracket that 

will hold the measuring antenna has not yet been constructed due to time 

constraints.  

5.2 The electrical components 
Electrical components have been assembled and tested individually. Motor tests 

have been performed and the motors and gears function as expected, however 

running the two motors at the same time as well as having a load on the arm has 

not been tested. 

5.3 The software 
User interface and communication with the network analyzer has been tested and 

is functional. LabVIEW motor control has not been implemented and as such 

motor control and the path finding have not been tested. This means that 

currently there is no way to control the arm with the user interface. 

5.4 Specifications 
Arm specifications: 

The arm is limited to the angles below because of the wiring. They cannot go 

further without the risk of ripping the wires or damaging components. 

Alpha angle: -180° ≤   ≤ 180° 

Beta angle: -180° ≤   ≤ 180° 

Step angle:  0.5° 

Max weight: 5 kg 

Station specifications: 

Limitations from the setup environment and the rudimentary path finding causes 

the arm angles to be limited. 

Theta angle: 0° ≤   ≤ 180° 

Phi angle: -90° ≤   ≤ 90° 

Step angle:  0.5° 

Max weight: 5 kg 
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5.5 Polarization of the receiving antenna 
Depending on the motor angles the polarization of the receiving antenna will 

differ during a sequence which can result in inconsistent data. For the horizontal 

and vertical sweeps the same polarization is achieved for all measurement points. 

This however does not apply to the other sweeps, where the receiving antennas 

polarization will change with the motor angles. 

5.6 Pictures of the station 

 

Figure: 5-1 The station at a lower sphere position. 

 

Figure: 5-2 The station at a top sphere position. 
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6 Final discussions 

The scope of the project increased during initial research as there was no finished 

parts available for purchase, this meant that custom made parts had to be 

designed and made.  

A number of reasons caused the project to be delayed and resulted in the project 

not producing a finished product. The biggest reason for the delays was vacations 

of the suppliers and manufacturers. This caused the deliveries of the motor 

controller cards and the LabVIEW software to be late which made the 

implementation of motor control in the main program impossible. Therefore the 

full functionality of the station has as of yet not been tested. 

6.1 Goals met 
The current specifications for the scan station and the goals met that were set in 

the beginning of the project are discussed here. To see the specifications at start 

see chapter 0. 

As can be seen in chapter 5.4 the scan station is limited to a scan area limited by 

the current path finding. This means that the goal of measurement angles has not 

completely been reached. The calculated deflection is close to 0° and the largest 

gearbox backlash is 0.133°, in relation to step accuracy this means that the 

backlash is ±0.067°. However taking the backlash from the wedges into account it 

is likely that the accuracy of ±0.1° step accuracy is not achieved but this has not 

been confirmed through testing. 

The receiving antenna’s distance from the transmitting antenna can be varied 

with different brackets or a single bracket with variable distance. Currently there 

is no bracket however the arm allows for different brackets to be fitted which 

would allow the receiving antenna to be placed from 0 cm up to 45 cm away, not 

including the space needed for the antenna itself. Another option is to replace the 

second part of the arm with a shorter one. 

The maximum load on the arm itself is above the required 2 kg but the limit has 

not been tested. A higher load might also increase the variation in step accuracy 

since it might lead to increased deflection of the arm. 

The motors position is primarily measured using optical incremental encoders, 

while much cheaper than the more advanced absolute encoders they do require a 

homing whenever the system is powered up or encounters an error.  

The sweep time of one plane has not been measured but should be below 30 

minutes since the station requires only the time to move the arm to the correct 

position and then wait for the scan from the network analyzer, which depends on 

the number of sweep points and the frequency range.  
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The user interface allows the user to make several pre-defined scans, Horizontal, 

Vertical, Top Z axis, point measurement, full sweep of all allowed positions and 

finally a custom area sweep. There has been no solution or implementation to add 

or save a measurement pattern. 

The current path finding does not allow the arms to move outside the limited 

angles but the physical arm itself is only limited by the cable management at the 

two axis. The angle limitations are adjustable inside the software but without 

better path finding this could potentially lead to the arm hitting objects around it. 

The LabVIEW program works but not all parts of it have been fully implemented, 

such as the 3D model of the arm position and a standalone execution file.  

6.2 Recommendations for future development 

6.2.1 Path finding 

To enable a wider range of positions and be less limited by the surrounding 

obstacles the path finding must be researched and developed further. A 

possibility is to mathematically describe the surroundings using three-dimensional 

boxes and building a space where measurement points are allowed. 

This way a simulation could be run as the program calculates new positions and 

make sure that no point on the line between the start and stop positions are in a 

forbidden area. If such a forbidden position is detected a new path must be 

calculated so that the arms stays inside the work-space. A more advanced path 

finding is based on simulating the arms and how they have to move in a room 

with defined obstacles avoiding them. This reduces the risk of the arms hitting 

objects and increases the number of positions available for measurement. 

6.2.2 Motor regulation 

In the movement sequence it would be possible to optimize the parameters used 

to run the motors so that they are more effectively used for different step 

lengths. This could be done with a more detailed movement sequence in which 

the angles between the current and the next step are taken into account. 

6.2.3 Communication solution with the network analyzer 

Currently all commands are sent through the NI-VISA but there is an alternative 

protocol that was dropped due to the expenditure of time it would take to 

implement. It is called IVI – Interchangeable Virtual Instruments, which could 

allow for an even faster exchange of information from the network analyzer. This 

could be explored further but it might not be possible due to the outdated 

network analyzer. 
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6.2.4 Added functions of the network analyzer 

Additional functions could be added to the user interface to make it possible to 

control the entire network analyzer from the PC. This would require a detailed 

study into the command programming of the network analyzer. 

This would also make it possible to use the network analyzer to control other 

devices such as a spectrum analyzer. 

6.2.5 Additional arms and brackets 

It would be possible to fit a different array of arms and/or brackets to the scan 

station. This could be done for different setups or receiving antennas, however 

this also means that a motor tuning would be required.  

6.2.6 Polarization 

To solve the polarization problem with the receiving antenna it would be possible 

to add a third degree of freedom. A third motor attached to the bracket could 

turn the receiving antenna so that it always has the same angle related to the 

transmitting antenna.  
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A. Original Specifications 

Required mechanical properties 

 Measured angles: 

o -45 < θ < 180 

o -135 < φ < 135 

 Step size: 0.5°, 1°, 2°, 5° and 10° 

 Receiving antenna distance 

o Min: 15 cm 

o Max: 15 cm 

 Min load: 2 kg 

 Absolute stepping 

 Max time: 30 min/plane 

Desired mechanical properties 

 Measured angles: 

o -45 < θ < 180 

o -180 < φ < 180 

 Step size: 0.5°, 1°, 2°, 5° and 10° 

 Receiving antenna distance 

o Min: 10 cm 

o Max: 30 cm 

 Min load: 5 kg 

 Absolute stepping 

 Max time: 3 min/plane 

Required software properties 

 Predefined measurement patterns (E-plane, H-plane, both) 

 θ and φ ranges totally adjustable 

 Software limits 

 Network Analyzer interface 

 Stepper controller interface 

 GUI 

 Stand alone EXE 

 Manually setup and calibration 

Desired software properties 

 Save new patterns 

 Spectrum analyzer interface 

 Automatic setting on PNA 
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B. Deflection 

The worst deflection occurs as the arm is fully extended. This will cause the 

biggest deflection in the arm joint of arm 1. The biggest torsion will occur when 

the arm is at an angle of 90° from the ground.  

Torsion of axle  

   
   

   
 (B.1) 

    
 

  
          (B.2) 

Θ = Torsion (deformation) angle 

   = Torsion torque 

G = Shear modulus 

   = Section factor for a thick-walled tube 

D = Outer tube diameter 

d = Inner tube diameter 

Elastic deflection of a Cantilever beam 

     
   

   
 (B.3) 

w(L)= Deflection in meters  

P= Force in Newton  

L = Length of beam 

E= Modulus of Elasticity 

I= Area moment of inertia 
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Arm 1: 

Torsion:   

 
                         
 

 (B.4) 
 

    
 

  
                    

 
 (B.5) 
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Deflection: 
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(B.10) 
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Arm 2: 

Torsion: 

                          
 

(B.11) 

    
 

  
            

 

  
                     

 

(B.12) 
 

  
 

      
           

    

 

(B.13) 
 

   
   

   
 

         

                    
                

 

(B.14) 

Deflection: 

            
 

(B.15) 

    
 

  
     

    
    

 

  
                        

 
(B.16) 

     
   

   
 

      

   
 

           

           
 
  

           
  

(B.17) 
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C. Drawings 

o Full arm 55 

o Hub 1 setup 56 

o Hub 1 motor hub 57 

o Shaft for Hub 1 58 

o Distance ring Hub 1 59 

o Hub 1 arm hub 60 

o Hub 2 setup 61 

o Hub 2 motor hub 62 

o Shaft for Hub 2 63 

o Distance ring Hub 2 64 

o Hub 2 arm hub 65 
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D. Holding torque calculations 

The worst case scenario for the arms are when both are in an horizontal position 

at an angle 90° from the ground. 

         (D.1) 

Where: 

M = Holding torque 

r = length of arm in the direction perpendicular to the motor axis 

F = mg = the force applied from gravity 

  = the angle between     and    

Motor 1: 

                             
                           

(D.2) 

 

Motor 2: 

                            
                           

(D.3) 
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E. Alpha and Beta selection 

%---------------------------------------------------------- 
%--------------------------- Info  ------------------------ 
%---------------------------------------------------------- 
% 
%   Inverse calculations written by: 
%     Magnus Jobs, Microwave Group, Uppsala University 
% 
%   Edited by Peter Li for use in LabVIEW to calculate 
%   DC-motor angles for positioning of a 2 DOF arm. 
% 
%---------------------------------------------------------- 

  

  
%Make sure Phi is within allowed values 
while(Phi_Current<0 || Phi_Current>360) 

            
    if(Phi_Current<0 ) 
        Phi_Current=Phi_Current+360; 
    elseif(Phi_Current>360) 
        Phi_Current=Phi_Current-360; 
    else 
        disp('Phi definition Error! Aborting!!!') 
        break; 
        end 
end 

  
%Make sure Theta is within allowed values 
while(Theta_Current<0 || Theta_Current>180) 

             
     if(Theta_Current<0 ) 
        Theta_Current=Theta_Current+360; 
     elseif(Theta_Current>180 && Theta_Current<=360 ) 
        Theta_Current=360-Theta_Current; 
     elseif(Theta_Current>360) 
        Theta_Current=Theta_Current-360; 
     else 
        disp('Theta definition Error! Aborting!!!') 
        break; 
     end 
end 

  
%Calculate Alpha and Beta 

  
%Converts Theta & Phi to radians 
Theta=Theta_Current*pi/180; 
Phi=Phi_Current*pi/180; 

  
%Calculate two possible Beta 
Beta_Alt1 = acos( +sqrt(1 - sin(Theta)^2*cos(Phi)^2-

cos(Theta)^2)  ); 
Beta_Alt2 = acos( -sqrt(1 - sin(Theta)^2*cos(Phi)^2-

cos(Theta)^2)  ); 

  
%Calculate two possible Alphas 
Alpha_Alt1 = acos( -sqrt( 1 / ( 1 + 

cos(Theta)^2/(sin(Theta)^2*cos(Phi)^2) ) ) ); 
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Alpha_Alt2 = acos( +sqrt( 1 / ( 1 + 

cos(Theta)^2/(sin(Theta)^2*cos(Phi)^2) ) ) ); 

  
%Convert Alpha & Beta from radians to degrees 
Alpha_Alt1=Alpha_Alt1*180/pi; 
Alpha_Alt2=Alpha_Alt2*180/pi; 

  
Beta_Alt1=Beta_Alt1*180/pi; 
Beta_Alt2=Beta_Alt2*180/pi; 

  

         
%Determine which Alpha & Beta to use 
        if(Theta_Current == 90) 
            Alpha_Current = 180; 
            Beta_Current = Phi_Current - 90; 
        elseif(Theta_Current == 0) 
            Alpha_Current = 270; 
            Beta_Current = -90; 
        elseif(Theta_Current == 180) 
            Alpha_Current = 270; 
            Beta_Current = 90; 

             
        % Top half 
        elseif(Theta_Current<90) 
            if(Phi_Current<=90) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt1; 

                 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=180) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt1; 

                 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=270) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt2; 

                 
            else 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt2; 
            end 

             
        %Bottom half 
        else 
            if(Phi_Current<=90) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt1; 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=180) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt1; 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=270) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt2; 
            else 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt2; 
            end 
        end 
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        %Need to add 180 degrees to Alpha because originally 

it is defined 
        %with a negative direction and this conflicts with 

spherical 
        %coordinate definition 
        Alpha_Current=Alpha_Current+180; 

         
        %Converts to radians 
        Alpha_Current=Alpha_Current*pi/180 
        Beta_Current=Beta_Current*pi/180 
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F. Inverse kinematics simulation 

close all; 
clc %Clear screen 

  

  
%---------------------------------------------------------- 
%--------------------------- Info  ------------------------ 
%---------------------------------------------------------- 
% 
%   Inverse calc demo program written by: 
%     Magnus Jobs, Microwave Group, Uppsala University 
%    
%   Demo 3 and selection of arm positions written by: 
%     Peter Li, thesis student, Uppsala University 
% 
%   Shows the forward and inverse kinematics of a two degree  
%   of freedom measurement robot. Two demo modes are included 
%   to be used to quickly see operation of robot. For other 
%   notes see below: 
% 
% 
% 
%  Specify Lengths of arm and vector to r 
% 
%       z                         
%        |                         r 
%        |                      <...(Ay)Origin 
%        |________y           l5|    | 
%       /                       |    | 
%      /                (Az)----     | l1        
%     x               l3 |  l4       | 
%  Cartesian             |___________| 
%                               l2 
% 
% 
%   z                       y 
%   |                       | 
%   |_____                  |<--- 
%   |      \                |     \ 
%   |Theta  |               | Phi  \ 
%   |______\|/______y       |______|______x    
% 
%  Theta & Phi defined using standard spherical coordinates 
% 
% 
%  Additional notes: 
%   *Currently Nr_Steps variable determines speed of motion 
% 
%  BUGS TO FIX!: 
%   *Still some minor glitches in determining correct angles 

resulting 
%    in some fast jump between positions of arm 
%---------------------------------------------------------- 
%Misc Variables 
On=1; 
Off=0; 

  
%Disable annoying trig warnings... 
%warning off all; 
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%Select mode, normal mode allows user defined values, demo 

mode displays  
%some different motions using inverse kinematics 
Mode_Normal = 'normal'; 
Mode_Demo_1 = 'demo1'; 
Mode_Demo_2 = 'demo2'; 
Mode_Demo_3 = 'demo3'; 

  
%Define viewing angles     
View_Angle_Front=[0,0]; 
View_Angle_Top=[90,90]; 
View_Angle_Perspective=[38,24]; 
View_Angle_Side=[90,0]; 

  
Current_View_Angle=View_Angle_Perspective; 

  
%Options (On/Off) 
Animate_Forward_Kinematics=Off; 
Animate_Inverse_Kinematics=On; 

  
%Select mode: 
%Mode = Mode_Demo_1; 
disp('Modes:') 
disp('   Normal') 
disp('   Demo1') 
disp('   Demo2') 
disp('   Demo3') 
Mode=lower(input('Select mode: ','s')); 

  

  

  
%Specify FrameRate and animation parameters 
FrameRate=60;    %Frames per second 
Nr_Steps=100;   %For startup purpose                  
Frames = moviein(Nr_Steps); %Frame matrice 

  

  

  

  
%Specify lengths of arm segments 
l1=4;       %Length of segment l1         
l2=4;       %Length of segment l2 
l3=0.3;     %Length of segment l3 
l4=3;       %Length of segment l4 
l5=l1-l3;   %Length of segment l5, currently set so l1=l3+l4 

  
Nr_Segments=5;   %Nr of segments in arm, hardcoded in 

equations used 

  

  
%Specify unity vectors 
xu=[1,0,0]; %x-axis unity vector 
yu=[0,1,0]; %y-axis unity vector 
zu=[0,0,1]; %z-axis unity vector 

  
%Specify vector to origo 
o=[0,0,0]; 
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%Specify motor angles (in degrees) Alpha (used in Ay) and 

Beta (used in Az) used for 
%animating forward kinematics 
Alpha_Start=0;      %Alpha Starting Angle 
Alpha_Current=0;    %Alpha Current Angle 
Alpha_End=360;      %Alpha Final (Ending) Angle 

  
Beta_Start=0;      %Beta Starting Angle 
Beta_Current=0;    %Beta Current Angle 
Beta_End=360;      %Beta Final (Ending) Angle 

  

  
if(strcmp(Mode,Mode_Demo_1)) 
    %Demo mode one 
    %Specify motor angles (in degrees) Theta and Phi used for 
    %animating inverse kinematics 
    Theta_Start=0;              %Alpha Starting Angle 
    Theta_Current=Theta_Start;  %Alpha Current Angle 
    Theta_End=1800;             %Alpha Final (Ending) Angle 

  
    Phi_Start=0;                %Beta Starting Angle 
    Phi_Current=Phi_Start;      %Beta Current Angle 
    Phi_End=360;                %Beta Final (Ending) Angle 

     
    Nr_Steps=200;               %Nr of steps from Start to 

Finish, used in both Alpha & Beta 
                                %Should be >0! 

                                 
    PlayNrTimes=5;              %Nr of times to play each 

animation sequence 

     
    disp('Running Demo Mode: 1...') 

     
elseif(strcmp(Mode,Mode_Demo_2)) 
    %Demo mode two 
    %Specify motor angles (in degrees) Theta and Phi used for 
    %animating inverse kinematics 
    Theta_Start=0;              %Alpha Starting Angle 
    Theta_Current=Theta_Start;  %Alpha Current Angle 
    Theta_End=180;              %Alpha Final (Ending) Angle 

  
    Phi_Start=0;                %Beta Starting Angle 
    Phi_Current=Phi_Start;      %Beta Current Angle 
    Phi_End=3600;               %Beta Final (Ending) Angle 

     
    Nr_Steps=200;               %Nr of steps from Start to 

Finish, used in both Alpha & Beta 
                                %Should be >0! 

                                                                 
    PlayNrTimes=5;              %Nr of times to play each 

animation sequence 

     
    disp('Running Demo Mode: 2...') 

     
elseif(strcmp(Mode,Mode_Demo_3)) 
    %Demo mode three 
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    %Specify motor angles (in degrees) Theta and Phi used for 
    %animating inverse kinematics 
    Theta_Start=10;              %Alpha Starting Angle 
    Theta_Current=Theta_Start;  %Alpha Current Angle 
    Theta_End=10;              %Alpha Final (Ending) Angle 

  
    Phi_Start=-135;                %Beta Starting Angle 
    Phi_Current=Phi_Start;      %Beta Current Angle 
    Phi_End=135;               %Beta Final (Ending) Angle 

     
    Nr_Steps=200;               %Nr of steps from Start to 

Finish, used in both Alpha & Beta 
                                %Should be >0! 

                                                                 
    PlayNrTimes=1;              %Nr of times to play each 

animation sequence 

     
    disp('Running Demo Mode: 3...')     

  
else 
    %Normal mode 
    %Specify motor angles (in degrees) Theta and Phi used for 
    %animating inverse kinematics 
    Theta_Start=0;              %Alpha Starting Angle 
    Theta_Current=Theta_Start;  %Alpha Current Angle 
    Theta_End=180;              %Alpha Final (Ending) Angle 

  
    Phi_Start=0;                %Beta Starting Angle 
    Phi_Current=Phi_Start;      %Beta Current Angle 
    Phi_End=360;                %Beta Final (Ending) Angle 

     
    Nr_Steps=100;               %Nr of steps from Start to 

Finish, used in both Alpha & Beta 
                                %Should be >0! 

                                                                 
    PlayNrTimes=1;              %Nr of times to play each 

animation sequence 

     
end 

  

  

  

  
%Create an array for holding animation data of arm positions 

both for 
%forward and inverse kinematic animations 
AArray_Frame=0; 
AArray_Segment=0; 
AnimationArray=zeros(Nr_Steps*2,Nr_Segments,3); %Array 

holding segment vectors 

  
%Create an array for holding target vectors r  
rArray=zeros(Nr_Steps,3); %Array holding segment vectors 

  
%Specify rotation matrices 
Ay=[cos(Alpha_Start),0,-

sin(Alpha_Start);0,1,0;sin(Alpha_Start),0,cos(Alpha_Start)]; 

%Rotation about y axis 
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Az=[cos(Beta_Start),sin(Beta_Start),0;-

sin(Beta_Start),cos(Beta_Start),0;0,0,1];     %Rotation about 

z axis 

  
%Specify arm segments on vector form 
l1v=[0,0,-l1];          %Segment 1  
l2v=[0,-l2,0]+l1v;      %Segment 2 (translated) 
l3v=[0,0,l3]+l2v;       %Segment 3 (translated) 
l4v=[0,l4,0]+l3v;       %Segment 4 (translated) 
l5v=[0,0,l5]+l4v;       %Segment 5 (translated) 

  

  
%Create new figure 
figure; 

  
%Set to hold all plotted lines 
hold on; 

  
%Set size of figure 
XLIM([-7,7]);  
YLIM([-7,7]);  
ZLIM([-7,7]);  

  
%Set viewing angle 
view(Current_View_Angle) 

  
%Draw coordinate axises 
plot3([o(1),xu(1)],[o(2),xu(2)],[o(3),xu(3)],'b') %x-axis is 

marked blue 
plot3([o(1),yu(1)],[o(2),yu(2)],[o(3),yu(3)],'r') %y-axis is 

marked red 
plot3([o(1),zu(1)],[o(2),zu(2)],[o(3),zu(3)],'g') %z-axis is 

marked green 

  

  
%Draw starting position of arm  
plot3([o(1),l1v(1)],[o(2),l1v(2)],[o(3),l1v(3)])        

%Origo -> Segment 1  
plot3([l1v(1),l2v(1)],[l1v(2),l2v(2)],[l1v(3),l2v(3)])  

%Segment 1 -> Segment 2  
plot3([l2v(1),l3v(1)],[l2v(2),l3v(2)],[l2v(3),l3v(3)])  

%Segment 2 -> Segment 3  
plot3([l3v(1),l4v(1)],[l3v(2),l4v(2)],[l3v(3),l4v(3)])  

%Segment 3 -> Segment 4  
plot3([l4v(1),l5v(1)],[l4v(2),l5v(2)],[l4v(3),l5v(3)])  

%Segment 4 -> Segment 5  

  

  
%############################################################

############## 
%--------------------------- Main Loop ----------------------

-------------- 
%------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 
%Now loop from starting position to end position, calculate 

angles and draw 
%position 

  
%Check if forward kinematics should be animated 
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if(Animate_Forward_Kinematics==On) 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    %---------- Calculate Motion -------------- 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    for Current_Step = 0 : (Nr_Steps-1) 

  
        %Update Alpha angle 
        Alpha_Current = Alpha_Start + 

Current_Step*((Alpha_End-Alpha_Start)/Nr_Steps); 
        Alpha_Current=Alpha_Current*pi/180; %Convert to 

radians 

         
        %Update Beta angle 
        Beta_Current = Beta_Start + Current_Step*((Beta_End-

Beta_Start)/Nr_Steps); 
        Beta_Current=Beta_Current*pi/180; %Convert to radians 

         
        %Update rotation matrices 
        Ay=[cos(Alpha_Current),0,-

sin(Alpha_Current);0,1,0;sin(Alpha_Current),0,cos(Alpha_Curre

nt)]; %Rotation about y axis 
        Az=[cos(Beta_Current),-

sin(Beta_Current),0;sin(Beta_Current),cos(Beta_Current),0;0,0

,1];     %Rotation about z axis 

  
        %Calculate vector to target 
        rArray(Current_Step+1,:)=[-

l4*cos(Alpha_Current)*sin(Beta_Current)-(l3+l5-

l1)*sin(Alpha_Current),l4*cos(Beta_Current)-l2, -

l4*sin(Beta_Current)*sin(Alpha_Current)+(l3+l5-

l1)*cos(Alpha_Current)]; 

         

         
        %Specify arm segments on vector form and updated to 

match angles Alpha and Beta  
        l1vR=Ay*[0,0,-l1]';              %Segment 1 rotated 

around y-axis 
        l2vR=Ay*[0,-l2,0]'+l1vR;         %Segment 2 rotated 

around y-axis and translated 
        l3vR=Ay*[0,0,l3]'+l2vR;        %Segment 3 rotated 

around y-axis and translated 
        l4vR=Ay*Az*[0,l4,0]'+l3vR;     %Segment 4 rotated 

around z-axis and y axis and translated 
        l5vR=Ay*Az*[0,0,l5]'+l4vR;     %Segment 5 rotated 

around z-axis and y axis and translated 

  
        %Save animation data 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,1,:)=l1vR; %Save 

Segment 1 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,2,:)=l2vR; %Save 

Segment 2 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,3,:)=l3vR; %Save 

Segment 3 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,4,:)=l4vR; %Save 

Segment 4 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,5,:)=l5vR; %Save 

Segment 5 

         
        %Clear figure 
        clf('reset'); 
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        %Set to hold all plotted lines 
        hold on; 

         
        %Set size of figure 
        XLIM([-7,7]);  
        YLIM([-7,7]);  
        ZLIM([-7,7]);  

  
        %Set viewing angle 
        view(Current_View_Angle) 

  
        %Draw coordinate axises 
        plot3([o(1),xu(1)],[o(2),xu(2)],[o(3),xu(3)],'b') %x-

axis is marked blue 
        plot3([o(1),yu(1)],[o(2),yu(2)],[o(3),yu(3)],'r') %y-

axis is marked red 
        plot3([o(1),zu(1)],[o(2),zu(2)],[o(3),zu(3)],'g') %z-

axis is marked green 

  
        %Update plot of arm in blue 
        plot3([o(1),l1vR(1)],[o(2),l1vR(2)],[o(3),l1vR(3)])           

%Origo -> Segment 1  
        

plot3([l1vR(1),l2vR(1)],[l1vR(2),l2vR(2)],[l1vR(3),l2vR(3)])  

%Segment 1 -> Segment 2  
        

plot3([l2vR(1),l3vR(1)],[l2vR(2),l3vR(2)],[l2vR(3),l3vR(3)])  

%Segment 2 -> Segment 3  
        

plot3([l3vR(1),l4vR(1)],[l3vR(2),l4vR(2)],[l3vR(3),l4vR(3)])  

%Segment 3 -> Segment 4  
        

plot3([l4vR(1),l5vR(1)],[l4vR(2),l5vR(2)],[l4vR(3),l5vR(3)])  

%Segment 4 -> Segment 5  

         
         %Draw black following the target curve 
        if(Current_Step>0) 
            for Curve_Current=1:Current_Step 
                

plot3([rArray(Curve_Current,(1)),rArray(Curve_Current+1,(1))]

,[rArray(Curve_Current,(2)),rArray(Curve_Current+1,(2))],[rAr

ray(Curve_Current,(3)),rArray(Curve_Current+1,(3))],'k')  
            end 
        end 

         
        %Save frame for animation 
        Frames(:,Current_Step+1)=getframe; 

         

         
    end %End of for Current_Step = 0 : (Nr_Steps-1) 
    %-------------End of segments-------------- 

     

     

     

     
    %------------------------------------------ 
    %---------- Display Animation ------------- 
    %------------------------------------------ 
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    movie(Frames,PlayNrTimes,FrameRate); 

     
    %-------------End of segments-------------- 

     

     
end 

  

  

  

  
%Check if inverse kinematics should be animated 
if(Animate_Inverse_Kinematics==On) 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    %---------- Calculate Motion -------------- 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    for Current_Step = 0 : (Nr_Steps-1) 

  
        %Update Theta angle 
        Theta_Current = Theta_Start + 

Current_Step*((Theta_End-Theta_Start)/Nr_Steps); 

         
        %Update Phi angle 
        Phi_Current = Phi_Start + Current_Step*((Phi_End-

Phi_Start)/Nr_Steps); 

  
        %Make sure Phi is within allowed values 
        while(Phi_Current<0 || Phi_Current>360) 

             
            if(Phi_Current<0 ) 
                Phi_Current=Phi_Current+360; 
            elseif(Phi_Current>360) 
                Phi_Current=Phi_Current-360; 
            else 
               disp('Phi definition Error! Aborting!!!') 
               break; 
            end 
        end 

         
        %Make sure Theta is within allowed values 
        while(Theta_Current<0 || Theta_Current>180) 

             
            if(Theta_Current<0 ) 
                Theta_Current=Theta_Current+360; 
            elseif(Theta_Current>180 && Theta_Current<=360 ) 
                Theta_Current=360-Theta_Current; 
            elseif(Theta_Current>360) 
                Theta_Current=Theta_Current-360; 
            else 
               disp('Theta definition Error! Aborting!!!') 
               break; 
            end 
        end 

         
        %Calculate Alpha and Beta 
        

[Alpha_Alt1,Alpha_Alt2,Beta_Alt1,Beta_Alt2]=InverseCalcSph(Th

eta_Current,Phi_Current); 
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        %Determine which Alpha & Beta to use 
        if(Theta_Current == 90) 
            Alpha_Current = 180; 
            Beta_Current = Phi_Current - 90; 
        elseif(Theta_Current == 0) 
            Alpha_Current = -90; 
            Beta_Current = -90; 
        elseif(Theta_Current == 180) 
            Alpha_Current = -90; 
            Beta_Current = 90; 

             
        % Top half 
        elseif(Theta_Current<90) 
            if(Phi_Current<=90) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt1; 

                 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=180) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt1; 

                 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=270) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt2; 

                 
            else 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=-Beta_Alt2; 
            end 

             
        % Bottom half 
        else 
            if(Phi_Current<=90) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt1; 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=180) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt1; 
            elseif(Phi_Current<=270) 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt1; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt2; 
            else 
                Alpha_Current=-Alpha_Alt2; 
                Beta_Current=Beta_Alt2; 
            end 
        end 

         
        %Need to add 180 degrees to Alpha because originally 

it is defined 
        %with a negative direction and this conflicts with 

spherical 
        %coordinate definition 
        Alpha_Current=Alpha_Current+180; 

         
        %Converts to radians 
        Alpha_Current=Alpha_Current*pi/180; 
        Beta_Current=Beta_Current*pi/180; 
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        %Update rotation matrices 
        Ay=[cos(Alpha_Current),0,-

sin(Alpha_Current);0,1,0;sin(Alpha_Current),0,cos(Alpha_Curre

nt)]; %Rotation about y axis 
        Az=[cos(Beta_Current),-

sin(Beta_Current),0;sin(Beta_Current),cos(Beta_Current),0;0,0

,1];     %Rotation about z axis 

  
        %Calculate vector to target 
        rArray(Current_Step+1,:)=[-

l4*cos(Alpha_Current)*sin(Beta_Current)-(l3+l5-

l1)*sin(Alpha_Current),l4*cos(Beta_Current)-l2, -

l4*sin(Beta_Current)*sin(Alpha_Current)+(l3+l5-

l1)*cos(Alpha_Current)]; 

         

         
        %Specify arm segments on vector form and updated to 

match angles Alpha and Beta  
        l1vR=Ay*[0,0,-l1]';              %Segment 1 rotated 

around y-axis 
        l2vR=Ay*[0,-l2,0]'+l1vR;         %Segment 2 rotated 

around y-axis and translated 
        l3vR=Ay*[0,0,l3]'+l2vR;        %Segment 3 rotated 

around y-axis and translated 
        l4vR=Ay*Az*[0,l4,0]'+l3vR;     %Segment 4 rotated 

around z-axis and y axis and translated 
        l5vR=Ay*Az*[0,0,l5]'+l4vR;     %Segment 5 rotated 

around z-axis and y axis and translated 

  
        %Save animation data 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,1,:)=l1vR; %Save 

Segment 1 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,2,:)=l2vR; %Save 

Segment 2 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,3,:)=l3vR; %Save 

Segment 3 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,4,:)=l4vR; %Save 

Segment 4 
        AnimationArray(Current_Step+1,5,:)=l5vR; %Save 

Segment 5 

         
        %Clear figure 
        clf('reset'); 

         
        %Set to hold all plotted lines 
        hold on; 

         
        %Set size of figure 
        XLIM([-7,7]);  
        YLIM([-7,7]);  
        ZLIM([-7,7]);  

  
        %Set viewing angle 
        view(Current_View_Angle); 

         
        %Draw coordinate axises 
        plot3([o(1),xu(1)],[o(2),xu(2)],[o(3),xu(3)],'b'); 

%x-axis is marked blue 
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        plot3([o(1),yu(1)],[o(2),yu(2)],[o(3),yu(3)],'r'); 

%y-axis is marked red 
        plot3([o(1),zu(1)],[o(2),zu(2)],[o(3),zu(3)],'g'); 

%z-axis is marked green 

  
        %Update plot of arm 
        plot3([o(1),l1vR(1)],[o(2),l1vR(2)],[o(3),l1vR(3)]);           

%Origo -> Segment 1  
        

plot3([l1vR(1),l2vR(1)],[l1vR(2),l2vR(2)],[l1vR(3),l2vR(3)]);  

%Segment 1 -> Segment 2  
        

plot3([l2vR(1),l3vR(1)],[l2vR(2),l3vR(2)],[l2vR(3),l3vR(3)]);  

%Segment 2 -> Segment 3  
        

plot3([l3vR(1),l4vR(1)],[l3vR(2),l4vR(2)],[l3vR(3),l4vR(3)]);  

%Segment 3 -> Segment 4  
        

plot3([l4vR(1),l5vR(1)],[l4vR(2),l5vR(2)],[l4vR(3),l5vR(3)]);  

%Segment 4 -> Segment 5  

         
        %Draw black following the target curve 
        if(Current_Step>0) 
            for Curve_Current=1:Current_Step 
                

plot3([rArray(Curve_Current,(1)),rArray(Curve_Current+1,(1))]

,[rArray(Curve_Current,(2)),rArray(Curve_Current+1,(2))],[rAr

ray(Curve_Current,(3)),rArray(Curve_Current+1,(3))],'k');  
            end 
        end 

         

         
        %Save frame for animation 
        Frames(:,Current_Step+1)=getframe; 

         

         
    end %End of for Current_Step = 0 : (Nr_Steps-1) 
    %-------------End of segments-------------- 

     

     

     

     
    %------------------------------------------ 
    %---------- Display Animation ------------- 
    %------------------------------------------ 

     
    movie(Frames,PlayNrTimes,FrameRate); 

     
    %-------------End of segments--------------  

     
end 

  
%------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 
%------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 
%############################################################

############## 


